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Abstract - It has been  observed from literature that distributed Denial -of - Service ( DDoS ) 

attacks are significant problems because, they are very hard to detect , there is no comprehensive 

solution and it can shut an organization off from the internet . The primary goal of an attack is to 

deny the victims access to a particular resource. Dos is implemented using source IP address 

spoofing. This paper provides a framework for detecting the attack and dropping the spoofed 

packets. The legitimacy of a packet can be found out by analyzing the number of hops that 

packet gone through before reaching at the destination. Attacker can forge any field in the IP 

packet including TTL but he cannot control hop count. By generating an IP to Hop-Count 

mapping table and inspecting it , spoofed packets can be identified .HCF ( Hop Count Filter ) is 

used to classify legitimate and spoofed packets with little collateral damage. HCF causes delay in 

critical path of packet process in the Kernal because of enormous IP2HC mapping table. This 

overhead is reduced by  identifying the attackers in learning state and then spoofed packets in 

filtering state. The  PU can be reduced by implementing it in Linux Kernal in terms of interrupts. 
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